Tripod Mount - Safety Lanyard Ribbon

Standard Use

User Manual
Congratulations on
receiving your new
PhoneThrone stand
by VoteMatrix™

The PhoneThrone can be used on a tabletop
to hold your phone in various positions.
To use: open the arms; place your phone
between the arms in the horizontal
(landscape) position; then press and slide the
grip to your desired angle.

Open the Arms – Inverted
Hold the stand upside-down while sliding the
grip towards the keychain hole. Both arms
should flip open. Flip the stand right-side-up
and place the phone in the stand. You may
need to use your fingers to pull the arms open
if the hinges are new or dirty.

Tie to Keyring

Snap-open Technique
In the face-up position, slide the grip to the
keychain hole; then quickly flick the stand
towards you to open the arms.
Grip

Tripod Mount
The PhoneThrone may be attached to a
standard ¼” tripod using the threaded hole
on the bottom of the stand. Whenever using
the stand with a tripod, the phone will be in
danger of falling a large distance.
To help prevent damage to the phone from
drops, only use phones with a safety case
and secure the phone to the tripod using the
included lanyard ribbon, cable, rubberband, or other implement to prevent falls.

PhoneThrone - Keychain Smartphone Stand

Open the Arms – Inverted

Setup: Place ribbon in the phone case;
insert the phone over it; tie the remaining
ribbon to the keychain; and test the setup.

Tuning for Slipping

Cleaning & Drying

Warranty Service

The PhoneThrone stand relies upon friction to
maintain a grip on the phone. The
PhoneThrone is designed for pocket-sized
and lightweight phones and may slip with
larger phones or when positioned at certain
angles.

The PhoneThrone may be cleaned by rinsing
with water or using compressed air.

Your PhoneThrone stand is warrantied for 1
year from purchase date. Proof-of-purchase
is only required if you purchased this stand
from a merchant other than VoteMatrix.

To increase friction and reduce slippage,
make sure the glider is clean and perform the
following procedure to increase the friction on
the track. Repeat this procedure whenever
pocket lint or other debris reduces friction.

To dry after cleaning or immersion in water,
use a blow drier or tap the water out of the
stand and leave in a warm location. The
PhoneThrone has corrosion resistant
components but should not be left damp for
long periods.

If additional cleaning is required, you should
use a small amount of dishwashing liquid or
liquid soap and a cotton swab

Tuning Procedure
•

Open the arms on the stand

•

Hold the stand body in one hand

•

With the other hand, pull up on the small
arm firmly while sliding the small arm
back and forth from the keychain hole to
the large arm.

•

This will grind debris in the track between
the rail and the inner body. Pulling up
harder will help to grind faster.

Our warranty service will provide advice,
repair, replacement, or a refund at our
discretion.
Damage to persons or property from use of
the PhoneThrone is not covered. Use at
your own risk.

Spring Glider
White PTFE Glide Washer

A white glide washer can be viewed through
the tripod hole from the bottom of the stand.
This glider may dislodge in rare situations. It
can be repositioned with a small screwdriver
or a pen while moving the grip towards the
keychain hole.
The glider should be positioned directly below
the spring in order to slide smoothly without
scratching the bottom surface of the stand.
The stand should work without a glide washer

Ingestion & Choking Warning

VoteMatrix may provide extended support
beyond the 1-year period in some cases.

Submit a Claim
To start a warranty claim, email:
support@votematrix.com
To submit an online claim, visit:
https://phonethrone.zone/support

More Info
Additional tips available on our
website support page:

Contains 4 magnets and other small parts
that could be dislodged or removed by force.
Do not swallow or allow children to swallow parts.
Doing so may cause intestinal perforation or
asphyxiation and could result in death. Seek
immediate medical attention if swallowed.

https://PhoneThrone.zone

